THE  SYNDICALIST  CHALLENGE
a new education, and " labour may well serve as the basis
for a culture which will be a more than adequate substitute for
bourgeois civilization." x
Strip your minds in the next place of all " democratic
idealism," with its naive belief in " constitutional methods," its
negation of social classes, its ideal of ultimate " reconciliation."
" The city of to-morrow must be organized apart from
democratic ideas ; social classes must be marshalled in spite of
and against democracy; we must reawaken class-consciousness
stifled at present by democratic ideas."2
Finally, have no illusions about the kinds of reforms you are
likely to get under capitalism. There will be some—that is
where the danger lies—but they will be dictated by fear and
will only lead to a slight general betterment within the present
order, with its systems of rights, and particularly of duties.
" No revolution is possible without the affirmation of new
rights," and Sorel here joins Proudhon in his insistence that
the great need of the country is the education of the people
into their legal rights. "Workers must be taught to under-
stand that there are considerations of right which must ovei-
ride sentiment, whether these suit their case or not."3 Such a
legal education is best done through the formation (particularly
in the country) of new association-groups, which inevitably
give rise to new legal rights.
Not the middle class only, but even the Socialists, were but
broken reeds. Socialist leaders like Millerand and Jaures had
been every whit as weak and unscrupulous as anyone else;
they had become contaminated by bourgeois, democratic views
of progress, and had forgotten the revolutionary idealism of
their early days. All they would do would be to lead the workers
to a mildly reformed state of municipal Socialism, in which
they would just become a hierarchy of officials, creating new
privileged classes, but in no sense giving the proletariat
either real political freedom or that new moral dignity which
1	See on this point Gu^henno's fascinating essay, Caliban parle (1928).
2	La Cittfran false.
3	See VEducation juridlque du Peuple (Matlriaux, pp. 224-233) : "Toute
revolution est un passage d'un syst&me de devoirs a un syst£me de droits."
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